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Here you can find the menu of De Bocarme in Brugge. At the moment, there are 21 meals and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about De Bocarme:

It was fantastic. Beautiful cellar surroundings yet clean bright, wonderful food the owner was kind witty
knowledgeable of the city. It was the perfect place for our last night in Bruges. I truly look forward to eating here

again when I come back. read more. What User doesn't like about De Bocarme:
There are good things about this restaurant, it’s cozy and seems to be family run. The 3 courses is also

affordable for €37. On the just OK side would be the food certainly decent but would not write home about it.
Bread was lacking especially for the area. The service was OK, but took quite a while and I would say

outstanding. Ambiance was generally good almost an old wine cave. Odd having in essence a desk and larg...
read more. For those who want to a cocktail after work and hang out with friends, De Bocarme from Brugge is

a good bar, You can also look forward to the typical tasty French cuisine.
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Salad�
TUNA SALAD

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Antipast� - starter�
CARPACCIO

Dessert�
DESSERT 1

DESSERT 2

DESSERT 3

MICHELIN Specia�
MAIN COURSE 1

MAIN COURSE 2

MAIN COURSE 3

Gebraten� Nudel� mi�

gebackener Hühnerbrus�
STARTER 2

STARTER 3

STARTER 1

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

SOUP

BREAD

LAMB

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
TUNA

MEAT

SCALLOPS

SALMON

BEEF

CHOCOLATE
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